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Ties That Bind
An unflinching chronicle of gentrification in the twenty-first century and a love
letter to lost New York by the creator of the popular and incendiary blog Vanishing
New York. For generations, New York City has been a mecca for artists, writers, and
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other hopefuls longing to be part of its rich cultural exchange and unique social
fabric. But today, modern gentrification is transforming the city from an
exceptional, iconoclastic metropolis into a suburbanized luxury zone with a price
tag only the one percent can afford. A Jane Jacobs for the digital age, blogger and
cultural commentator Jeremiah Moss has emerged as one of the most outspoken
and celebrated critics of this dramatic shift. In Vanishing New York, he reports on
the city’s development in the twenty-first century, a period of "hypergentrification" that has resulted in the shocking transformation of beloved
neighborhoods and the loss of treasured unofficial landmarks. In prose that the
Village Voice has called a "mixture of snark, sorrow, poeticism, and lyric wit," Moss
leads us on a colorful guided tour of the most changed parts of town—from the
Lower East Side and Chelsea to Harlem and Williamsburg—lovingly eulogizing
iconic institutions as they’re replaced with soulless upscale boutiques, luxury
condo towers, and suburban chains. Propelled by Moss’ hard-hitting, cantankerous
style, Vanishing New York is a staggering examination of contemporary "urban
renewal" and its repercussions—not only for New Yorkers, but for all of America
and the world.

Neighborhood Defenders
From intimate relationships to global politics, Sarah Schulman observes a
continuum: that inflated accusations of harm are used to avoid accountability.
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Illuminating the difference between Conflict and Abuse, Schulman directly
addresses our contemporary culture of scapegoating. This deep, brave, and bold
work reveals how punishment replaces personal and collective self-criticism, and
shows why difference is so often used to justify cruelty and shunning. Rooting the
problem of escalation in negative group relationships, Schulman illuminates the
ways cliques, communities, families, and religious, racial, and national groups bond
through the refusal to change their self-concept. She illustrates how Supremacy
behavior and Traumatized behavior resemble each other, through a shared
inability to tolerate difference. This important and sure to be controversial book
illuminates such contemporary and historical issues of personal, racial, and geopolitical difference as tools of escalation towards injustice, exclusion, and
punishment, whether the objects of dehumanization are other individuals in our
families or communities, people with HIV, African Americans, or Palestinians.
Conflict Is Not Abuse is a searing rejection of the cultural phenomenon of blame,
cruelty, and scapegoating, and how those in positions of power exacerbate and
manipulate fear of the "other" to achieve their goals. Sarah Schulman is a novelist,
nonfiction writer, playwright, screenwriter, journalist and AIDS historian, and the
author of eighteen books. A Guggenheim and Fulbright Fellow, Sarah is a
Distinguished Professor of the Humanities at the City University of New York,
College of Staten Island. Her novels published by Arsenal include Rat Bohemia,
Empathy, After Delores, and The Mere Future. She lives in New York.
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Gentrification
Set against the backdrop of post-World War II New York City, three people--Sylvia
Golubowsky, an aspiring reporter waiting for her big break; Austin Van Cleeve, a
gossip columnist who wields a wicked pen; and Cal Byfield, a cook who is
determined to create a Negro theater on Broadway--cross paths in the most
unexpected ways.

There Goes the Hood
In this memoir of the AIDS years (1981-1996) in New York, CUNY Professor of
English Sarah Schulman recalls how much of the queer culture, cheap rents, and
virbrant downtown arts movement vanished almost overnight, replaced by gay
conservative spokespeople and mainstream consumerism. Schulman takes us back
to her Lower East Side and brings it to life, sharing vivid memories of her avantgarde queer friends and recreating the early years of the AIDS crisis as
experienced by a political insider. Interweaving personal reminiscence with
analysis, Schulman details her experience as a witness to the loss of a generation's
imagination and the consequences of that loss.--From publisher description.

Stagestruck
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Why have so many central and inner cities in Europe, North America and Australia
been so radically revamped in the last three decades, converting urban decay into
new chic? Will the process continue in the twenty-first century or has it ended?
What does this mean for the people who live there? Can they do anything about it?
This book challenges conventional wisdom, which holds gentrification to be the
simple outcome of new middle-class tastes and a demand for urban living. It
reveals gentrification as part of a much larger shift in the political economy and
culture of the late twentieth century. Documenting in gritty detail the conflicts that
gentrification brings to the new urban 'frontiers', the author explores the
interconnections of urban policy, patterns of investment, eviction, and
homelessness. The failure of liberal urban policy and the end of the 1980s financial
boom have made the end-of-the-century city a darker and more dangerous place.
Public policy and the private market are conspiring against minorities, working
people, the poor, and the homeless as never before. In the emerging revanchist
city, gentrification has become part of this policy of revenge.

The Invention of Brownstone Brooklyn
A bold and profound meditation on trauma, legacy, oppression and racism in North
America from award-winning Haudenosaunee writer Alicia Elliott. In an urgent and
visceral work that asks essential questions about the treatment of Native people in
North America while drawing on intimate details of her own life and experience
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with intergenerational trauma, Alicia Elliott offers indispensable insight into the
ongoing legacy of colonialism. She engages with such wide-ranging topics as race,
parenthood, love, mental illness, poverty, sexual assault, gentrifcation, writing and
representation, and in the process makes connections both large and small
between the past and present, the personal and political--from overcoming a yearslong battle with head lice to the way Native writers are treated within the Canadian
literary industry; her unplanned teenage pregnancy to the history of dark matter
and how it relates to racism in the court system; her childhood diet of Kraft Dinner
to how systemic oppression is directly linked to health problems in Native
communities. With deep consideration and searing prose, Elliott provides a candid
look at our past, an illuminating portrait of our present and a powerful tool for a
better future.

A Mind Spread Out on the Ground
Considered one of the city's most notorious industrial slums in the 1940s and
1950s, Brownstone Brooklyn by the 1980s had become a post-industrial landscape
of hip bars, yoga studios, and beautifully renovated, wildly expensive townhouses.
In The Invention of Brownstone Brooklyn, Suleiman Osman offers a groundbreaking
history of this unexpected transformation. Challenging the conventional wisdom
that New York City's renaissance started in the 1990s, Osman locates the origins of
gentrification in Brooklyn in the cultural upheavals of the 1960s and 1970s.
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Gentrification began as a grassroots movement led by young and idealistic white
college graduates searching for "authenticity" and life outside the burgeoning
suburbs. Where postwar city leaders championed slum clearance and modern
architecture, "brownstoners" (as they called themselves) fought for a new romantic
urban ideal that celebrated historic buildings, industrial lofts and traditional ethnic
neighborhoods as a refuge from an increasingly technocratic society. Osman
examines the emergence of a "slow-growth" progressive coalition as brownstoners
joined with poorer residents to battle city planners and local machine politicians.
But as brownstoners migrated into poorer areas, race and class tensions emerged,
and by the 1980s, as newspapers parodied yuppies and anti-gentrification activists
marched through increasingly expensive neighborhoods, brownstoners debated
whether their search for authenticity had been a success or failure.

The Sophie Horowitz Story
A journey to the front lines of the battle for the future of American cities,
uncovering the massive, systemic forces behind gentrification -- and the lives that
are altered in the process. The term gentrification has become a buzzword to
describe the changes in urban neighborhoods across the country, but we don't
realize just how threatening it is. It means more than the arrival of trendy shops,
much-maligned hipsters, and expensive lattes. The very future of American cities
as vibrant, equitable spaces hangs in the balance. Peter Moskowitz's How to Kill a
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City takes readers from the kitchen tables of hurting families who can no longer
afford their homes to the corporate boardrooms and political backrooms where
destructive housing policies are devised. Along the way, Moskowitz uncovers the
massive, systemic forces behind gentrification in New Orleans, Detroit, San
Francisco, and New York. The deceptively simple question of who can and cannot
afford to pay the rent goes to the heart of America's crises of race and inequality.
In the fight for economic opportunity and racial justice, nothing could be more
important than housing. A vigorous, hard-hitting expose, How to Kill a City reveals
who holds power in our cities-and how we can get it back.

The Gentrification of the Mind
In this gripping memoir of the AIDS years (1981–1996), Sarah Schulman recalls
how much of the rebellious queer culture, cheap rents, and a vibrant downtown
arts movement vanished almost overnight to be replaced by gay conservative
spokespeople and mainstream consumerism. Schulman takes us back to her Lower
East Side and brings it to life, filling these pages with vivid memories of her avantgarde queer friends and dramatically recreating the early years of the AIDS crisis
as experienced by a political insider. Interweaving personal reminiscence with
cogent analysis, Schulman details her experience as a witness to the loss of a
generation’s imagination and the consequences of that loss.
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The New Urban Frontier
Comic send-up of radical lesbian feminist mores in the

The Gentrification of the Mind
How does gentrification affect residents who stay in the neighborhood?

A Recipe for Gentrification
Shimmer
From the nation that elected Barack Obama in the flames of economic disaster
comes the first novel of the New Era, The Mere Future, by award-winning novelist,
activist, and playwright Sarah Schulman. In this dystopian vision, New York City
has morphed into an idealized version of itself, the result of what the newly elected
mayor calls The Big Change. Rent is cheap, homelessness is over, and everyone
works in Marketing. Despite the utopian surface, however, there is a disturbing
malaise that infects the population. Our heroine, a lowly copywriter, and her
girlfriend Nadine just want to fall in love all over again, but can't help noticing that
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the social packaging may not be recyclable.

Conflict Is Not Abuse
First published in 1995, this award-winning novel, written from the epicentre of the
AIDS crisis, is a bold, achingly honest story set in the ''rat bohemia'' of New York
City, whose huddled masses include gay men and lesbians who bond with one
another in the wake of loss. Navigating the currents of the city is Rita Mae, a rat
exterminator who holds the optimism of all true bohemians - those who stand
outside of the prevailing social apparatus. She and her friends seek new ways to be
truthful and honest about their lives as others around them avert their glances.
Inspired by A Journal of the Plague Year by Daniel Defoe, Rat Bohemia is an
expansive novel about coping with loss and healing the wounds of the past by
reinventing oneself in the city. Rat Bohemia won the Ferro-Grumley Award for
Lesbian Fiction, and was named one of the ''100 Best Gay and Lesbian Novels of All
Time'' by the Publishing Triangle.

Gentrifier
A new edition of Sarah Schulman’s 1988 novel, about a no-nonsense coffee-shop
waitress who is nursing a broken heart after her girlfriend Dolores leaves her. Her
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attempts to find love again are funny, sexy, and ultimately even violent. The novel
is a fast-paced, electrifying chronicle of the Lower East Side’s lesbian subculture in
the 1980s.

Vanishing New York
In recent decades a growing number of middle-class parents have considered
sending their children to—and often end up becoming active in—urban public
schools. Their presence can bring long-needed material resources to such schools,
but, as Linn Posey-Maddox shows in this study, it can also introduce new class and
race tensions, and even exacerbate inequalities. Sensitively navigating the pros
and cons of middle-class transformation, When Middle-Class Parents Choose Urban
Schools asks whether it is possible for our urban public schools to have both
financial security and equitable diversity. Drawing on in-depth research at an
urban elementary school, Posey-Maddox examines parents’ efforts to support the
school through their outreach, marketing, and volunteerism. She shows that when
middle-class parents engage in urban school communities, they can bring a host of
positive benefits, including new educational opportunities and greater diversity.
But their involvement can also unintentionally marginalize less-affluent parents
and diminish low-income students’ access to the improving schools. In response,
Posey-Maddox argues that school reform efforts, which usually equate
improvement with rising test scores and increased enrollment, need to have more
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equity-focused policies in place to ensure that low-income families also benefit
from—and participate in—school change.

The Slave Next Door
"Aaron, a disgraced rabbi turned Wall Street banker, and Amelia, his journalist
girlfriend, live with their newborn in Bedford-Stuyvesant, one of the most rapidly
gentrifying neighborhoods in New York City. The infusion of upwardly mobile
strivers into Bed-Stuy's historic brownstones belies the tension simmering on the
streets below. But after a cop shoots a boy in a nearby park, a riot erupts--with
Aaron and his family at its center. Over the course of one cataclysmic day, issues
of race, policing, faith, and professional ambition will collide"--

Bed-Stuy Is Burning
A New York Times Book Review EDITORS' CHOICE. From the National Book Critics
Circle Award-winning author of Motherless Brooklyn, comes the vividly told story of
Dylan Ebdus growing up white and motherless in downtown Brooklyn in the 1970s.
In a neighborhood where the entertainments include muggings along with games
of stoopball, Dylan has one friend, a black teenager, also motherless, named
Mingus Rude. Through the knitting and unraveling of the boys' friendship, Lethem
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creates an overwhelmingly rich and emotionally gripping canvas of race and class,
superheros, gentrification, funk, hip-hop, graffiti tagging, loyalty, and memory. "A
tour de force. Belongs to a venerable New York literary tradition that stretches
back through Go Tell It on the Mountain, A Walker in the City, and Call it Sleep."
--The New York Times Magazine "One of the richest, messiest, most ambitious,
most interesting novels of the year. Lethem grabs and captures 1970s New York
City, and he brings it to a story worth telling." --Time

The Cosmopolitans
In this riveting book, authors and authorities on modern slavery Kevin Bales and
Ron Soodalter expose the disturbing phenomenon of human trafficking and slavery
that exists now in the United States. In The Slave Next Door we find that these
horrific human rights violations are all around us; people sold into slavery are often
hidden in plain sight: the dishwasher in the kitchen of the neighborhood
restaurant, the kids on the corner selling cheap trinkets, the man sweeping the
floor of the local department store. In these pages we also meet some unexpected
modern-day slave owners, such as a 27-year old middle-class Texas housewife who
is currently serving a life sentence for offences including slavery. Weaving together
a wealth of voices—from slaves, slaveholders, and traffickers as well as from
experts, counselors, law enforcement officers, rescue and support groups, and
community leaders—this book is also a call to action, telling what we, as private
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citizens and political activists, can do to raise community awareness, hold
politicians accountable, and finally bring an end to this horrific and traumatic
crime.

The New Brooklyn
A “captivating, perceptive, and empathic novel of New York” told with “panache
and mischievous ebullience” (Booklist, starred review). In this retelling of Balzac’s
Parisian classic Cousin Bette, Sarah Shulman spins her revenge story in Mad
Men–era New York City. Bette, a lonely spinster, has worked as a secretary at an
ad agency for thirty years. Her only real friend is her apartment neighbor Earl, a
black, gay actor with a miserable job in a meatpacking plant. Shamed and
disowned by their families, both find refuge in New York and in their friendship.
Everything changes when Hortense, Bette’s wealthy niece from Ohio, moves to the
city to pursue her own acting career. Her arrival reminds Bette of her scandalous
past and the estranged Midwestern family she left behind. When Hortense’s
calculating ambitions cause a rift between Bette and Earl, Bette uses her
connections in the television ad world to destroy those who have wronged her.
Textured with the grit and gloss of midcentury Manhattan in the days before the
Civil Rights and Feminist Movements, The Cosmopolitans “balance[s] the hopes of
an entire era on the backs of a fragile relationship. . . . Jarring and beautiful, this is
a modern classic” (Kirkus Reviews, starred review).
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The Divided City
Once a thriving working class neighborhood on Chicago’s south side, the
“Bottomyards” is now the definition of urban blight. When an aspiring fashion
designer named Darla and her image-obsessed friend, Cynthia, descend upon the
neighborhood in search of cheap rent, they soon discover something far more
seductive and sinister lurking behind the walls of their new home. Like a cross
between Jordan Peele’s Get Out and John Carpenter’s The Thing, Daniels and
Passmore’s BTTM FDRS (pronounced “bottomfeeders”) offers a vision of horror that
is gross and gory in all the right ways. At turns funny, scary, and thought
provoking, it unflinchingly confronts the monsters―both metaphoric and real―that
are displacing cultures in urban neighborhoods today.

How to Kill a City
Gentrification and gentrifiers are often understood as ‘dirty’ words, ideas discussed
at a veiled distance.Gentrifiers, in particular, are usually a ‘they’. Gentrifier
demystifies the idea of gentrification by opening a conversation that links the
theoretical and the grassroots, spanning the literature of urban sociology,
geography, planning, policy, and more. Along with established research, new
analytical tools, and contemporary anecdotes, John Joe Schlichtman, Jason Patch,
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and Marc Lamont Hill place their personal experiences as urbanists, academics,
parents, and spouses at the centre of analysis. They expose raw conversations
usually reserved for the privacy of people’s intimate social networks in order to
complicate our understanding of the individual decisions behind urban living and
the displacement of low-income residents. The authors’ accounts of living in New
York City, San Diego, Chicago, Philadelphia, and Providence link economic,
political, and sociocultural factors to challenge the readers’ current understanding
of gentrification and their own roles within their neighbourhoods. A foreword by
Peter Marcuse opens the volume.

Shadowshaper (The Shadowshaper Cypher, Book 1)
In The New Brooklyn, Kay Hymowitz chronicles the policies and events that
transformed Brooklyn so dramatically in such a short period of time. Her portrait of
the dramatic transformation of one urban center offers prescriptions that any city
can employ and will be required reading for everyone interested in the rebirth of
America’s cities.

Rat Bohemia (Large Print 16pt)
How gentrification uproots the urban food landscape, and what activists are doing
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to resist it From hipster coffee shops to upscale restaurants, a bustling local food
scene is perhaps the most commonly recognized harbinger of gentrification. A
Recipe for Gentrification explores this widespread phenomenon, showing the ways
in which food and gentrification are deeply—and, at times,
controversially—intertwined. Contributors provide an inside look at gentrification in
different cities, from major hubs like New York and Los Angeles to smaller cities
like Cleveland and Durham. They examine a wide range of food
enterprises—including grocery stores, restaurants, community gardens, and
farmers’ markets—to provide up-to-date perspectives on why gentrification takes
place, and how communities use food to push back against displacement.
Ultimately, they unpack the consequences for vulnerable people and
neighborhoods. A Recipe for Gentrification highlights how the everyday practices of
growing, purchasing and eating food reflect the rapid—and contentious—changes
taking place in American cities in the twenty-first century.

People in Trouble
Gentrification is transforming cities, small and large, across the country. Though
it's easy to bemoan the diminished social diversity and transformation of
commercial strips that often signify a gentrifying neighborhood, determining who
actually benefits and who suffers from this nebulous process can be much harder.
The full story of gentrification is rooted in large-scale social and economic forces as
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well as in extremely local specifics--in short, it's far more complicated than both its
supporters and detractors allow. In Newcomers, journalist Matthew L. Schuerman
explains how a phenomenon that began with good intentions has turned into one
of the most vexing social problems of our time. He builds a national story using
focused histories of northwest Brooklyn, San Francisco's Mission District, and the
onetime site of Chicago's Cabrini-Green housing project, revealing both the
commonalities among all three and the place-specific drivers of change.
Schuerman argues that gentrification has become a too-easy flashpoint for all
kinds of quasi-populist rage and pro-growth boosterism. In Newcomers, he doesn't
condemn gentrifiers as a whole, but rather articulates what it is they actually do,
showing not only how community development can turn foul, but also instances
when a "better" neighborhood truly results from changes that are good.
Schuerman draws no easy conclusions, using his keen reportorial eye to create
sharp, but fair, portraits of the people caught up in gentrification, the people who
cause it, and its effects on the lives of everyone who calls a city home.

The Mere Future
The World in Brooklyn: Gentrification, Immigration, and Ethnic Politics in a Global
City, is a collection of scholarly papers which analyze demographic, social, political,
and economic trends that are occurring in Brooklyn. Brooklyn, as the context,
reflects global forces while also contributing to them. The idea for this volume
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developed as the editors discovered a group of scholars from different disciplines
and various universities studying Brooklyn. Brooklyn has always been legendary
and has more recently regained its stature as a much sought after place to live,
work and have fun. Popular folklore has it that most U.S. residents trace their
family origins to Brooklyn. It is presently referred to as one of the hippest places in
New York. Thus, this book is a collection of demographic, ethnographic, and
comparative studies which focus on urban dynamics in Brooklyn. The chapters
investigate issues of social class, urban development, immigration, race, ethnicity
and politics within the context of Brooklyn. As a whole, this book considers both
theoretical and practical urban issues. In most cases the scholarly perspective is on
everyday life. With this in mind there are also social justice concerns. Issues of
social segregation and attendant homogenization are brought to light. Moreover,
social class and race advantages or disadvantages, as part of urban processes, are
underscored through critiques of local policy decisions throughout the chapters. A
common thread is the assertion by contributors that planning the future of
Brooklyn needs to include multi-ethnic, racial, and economic groups, those very
residents who make-up Brooklyn."

When Middle-Class Parents Choose Urban Schools
‘A book of resistance and love, as urgently necessary now as it was thirty years
ago’ OLIVIA LAING First published in 1990, a blistering novel about a love triangle
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in New York during the AIDS crisis It was the beginning of the end of the world but
not everyone noticed right away. It is the late 1980s. Kate, an ambitious artist,
lives in Manhattan with her husband Peter. She’s having an affair with Molly, a
younger lesbian who works part-time in a movie theater. At one of many funerals
during an unbearably hot summer, Molly becomes involved with a guerrilla activist
group fighting for people with AIDS. But Kate is more cautious, and Peter is
bewildered by the changes he’s seeing in his city and, most crucially, in his wife.
Soon the trio learn how tragedy warps even the closest relationships, and that
anger – and its absence – can make the difference between life and death. ‘Strong,
nervy and challenging’ New York Times

The Fortress of Solitude
This first textbook on the topic of gentrification is written for upper-level
undergraduates in geography, sociology, and planning. The gentrification of urban
areas has accelerated across the globe to become a central engine of urban
development, and it is a topic that has attracted a great deal of interest in both
academia and the popular press. Gentrification presents major theoretical ideas
and concepts with case studies, and summaries of the ideas in the book as well as
offering ideas for future research.
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BTTM FDRS
A Little Sister's Classic: Sarah Schulman's beautiful, subtly transgressive novel
about identity, sexual politics, and self-esteem.

The Gentrification Debates
“This superbly succinct and incisive book couldn’t be more timely or urgent.”
—Michael Sorkin, author of All Over the Map Our cities are changing. Around the
world, more and more money is being invested in buildings and land. Real estate is
now a $217 trillion dollar industry, worth thirty-six times the value of all the gold
ever mined. It forms sixty percent of global assets, and one of the most powerful
people in the world—the president of the United States—made his name as a
landlord and developer. Samuel Stein shows that this explosive transformation of
urban life and politics has been driven not only by the tastes of wealthy
newcomers, but by the state-driven process of urban planning. Planning agencies
provide a unique window into the ways the state uses and is used by capital, and
the means by which urban renovations are translated into rising real estate values
and rising rents. Capital City explains the role of planners in the real estate state,
as well as the remarkable power of planning to reclaim urban life.
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Girls, Visions & Everything
Stagestruck: theater, AIDS, and the marketing of gay America.

The World in Brooklyn
The deliberate devaluation of Blacks and their communities has had very real, farreaching, and negative economic and social effects. An enduring white
supremacist myth claims brutal conditions in Black communities are mainly the
result of Black people’s collective choices and moral failings. “That’s just how they
are” or “there’s really no excuse”: we’ve all heard those not so subtle digs. But
there is nothing wrong with Black people that ending racism can’t solve. We
haven’t known how much the country will gain by properly valuing homes and
businesses, family structures, voters, and school districts in Black neighborhoods.
And we need to know. Noted educator, journalist, and scholar Andre Perry takes
readers on a tour of six Black-majority cities whose assets and strengths are
undervalued. Perry begins in his hometown of Wilkinsburg, a small city east of
Pittsburgh that, unlike its much larger neighbor, is struggling and failing to attract
new jobs and industry. Bringing his own personal story of growing up in Blackmajority Wilkinsburg, Perry also spotlights five others where he has deep
connections: Detroit, Birmingham, New Orleans, Atlanta, and Washington, D.C. He
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provides an intimate look at the assets that should be of greater value to
residents—and that can be if they demand it. Perry provides a new means of
determining the value of Black communities. Rejecting policies shaped by flawed
perspectives of the past and present, it gives fresh insights on the historical effects
of racism and provides a new value paradigm to limit them in the future. Know
Your Price demonstrates the worth of Black people’s intrinsic personal strengths,
real property, and traditional institutions. These assets are a means of
empowerment and, as Perry argues in this provocative and very personal book, are
what we need to know and understand to build Black prosperity.

Maggie Terry
In The Divided City, urban practitioner and scholar Alan Mallach presents a detailed
picture of what has happened over the past 15 to 20 years in industrial cities like
Pittsburgh and Baltimore, as they have undergone unprecedented, unexpected
revival. He spotlights these changes while placing them in their larger economic,
social and political context. Most importantly, he explores the pervasive
significance of race in American cities, and looks closely at the successes and
failures of city governments, nonprofit entities, and citizens as they have tried to
address the challenges of change. The Divided City concludes with strategies to
foster greater equality and opportunity, firmly grounding them in the cities'
economic and political realities.
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Capital City
Uniquely well suited for teaching, this innovative text-reader strengthens students’
critical thinking skills, sparks classroom discussion, and also provides a
comprehensive and accessible understanding of gentrification.

The Gentrification of the Mind
The joyful, bold New York Times bestseller. Look for the sequel, Shadowhouse Fall,
out 9/12! "Magnificent." --Holly Black, New York Times Book Review "A must."
--Kirkus Reviews, starred review "Exceptional." --Publishers Weekly, starred review
Sierra Santiago planned an easy summer of making art and hanging with her
friends. But then a corpse crashes their first party. Her stroke-ridden grandfather
starts apologizing non-stop. And when the murals in her neighborhood start to
weep tears Well, something more sinister than the usual Brooklyn ruckus is going
on. With the help of a fellow artist named Robbie, Sierra discovers shadowshaping,
a magic that infuses ancestral spirits into paintings, music, and stories. But
someone is killing the shadowshapers one by one. Now Sierra must unravel her
family's past, take down the killer in the present, and save the future of
shadowshaping for generations to come.
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Newcomers
In this memoir of the AIDS years (1981-1996) in New York, CUNY Professor of
English Sarah Schulman recalls how much of the queer culture, cheap rents, and
virbrant downtown arts movement vanished almost overnight, replaced by gay
conservative spokespeople and mainstream consumerism. Schulman takes us back
to her Lower East Side and brings it to life, sharing vivid memories of her avantgarde queer friends and recreating the early years of the AIDS crisis as
experienced by a political insider. Interweaving personal reminiscence with
analysis, Schulman details her experience as a witness to the loss of a generation's
imagination and the consequences of that loss.--From publisher description.

After Delores
Penelope Grand has scrapped her failed career as an artist in Pittsburgh and
moved back to Brooklyn to keep an eye on her ailing father. She's accepted that
her future won't be what she'd dreamed, but now, as gentrification has completely
reshaped her old neighborhood, even her past is unrecognizable. Old haunts have
been razed, and wealthy white strangers have replaced every familiar face in BedStuy. Even her mother, Mirella, has abandoned the family to reclaim her roots in
the Dominican Republic. That took courage. It's also unforgivable.
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Empathy
"Maggie Terry is the most beautiful, most bitter, most sweet, and all around best
detective novel I've read in years. Precise, insightful, heartbreaking, and page
turning." —Sara Gran, author of The Infinite Blacktop Post-rehab, Maggie Terry is
single-mindedly trying to keep her head down in New York City. There's a madman
in the White House, the subways are constantly delayed, summer is relentless, and
neighborhoods all seem to blend together. Against this absurd backdrop, Maggie
wants nothing more than to slowly re- build her life in hopes of being reunited with
her daughter. But her first day on the job as a private investigator lands her in the
middle of a sensational new case: actress strangled. If Maggie is going to solve this
mystery, she'll have to shake the ghosts—dead NYPD partner, vindictive ex,
steadfast drug habit—that have long ruled her life. Sarah Schulman is a literary
chronicler of the marginalized and subcultural, focusing on queer urban life. She is
the author of several books, including The Gentrification of the Mind, Conflict Is Not
Abuse, and The Cosmopolitans. She is Distinguished Professor of the Humanities at
CUN Y, and teaches creative writing at the College of Staten Island.

Halsey Street
Although acceptance of difference is on the rise in America, it’s the rare gay or
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lesbian person who has not been demeaned because of his or her sexual
orientation, and this experience usually starts at home, among family members.
Whether they are excluded from family love and approval, expected to accept
second-class status for life, ignored by mainstream arts and entertainment, or
abandoned when intervention would make all the difference, gay people are
routinely subjected to forms of psychological and physical abuse unknown to many
straight Americans. “Familial homophobia,” as prizewinning writer and professor
Sarah Schulman calls it, is a phenomenon that until now has not had a name but
that is very much a part of life for the LGBT community. In the same way that
Susan Brownmiller’s Against Our Will transformed our understanding of rape by
moving the stigma from the victim to the perpetrator, Schulman’s Ties That Bind
calls on us to recognize familial homophobia. She invites us to understand it not as
a personal problem but a widespread cultural crisis. She challenges us to take up
our responsibilities to intervene without violating families, community, and the
state. With devastating examples, Schulman clarifies how abusive treatment of
homosexuals at home enables abusive treatment of homosexuals in other
relationships as well as in society at large. Ambitious, original, and deeply
important, Schulman’s book draws on her own experiences, her research, and her
activism to probe this complex issue—still very much with us at the start of the
twenty-first century—and to articulate a vision for a more accepting world.

Know Your Price
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Public participation in the housing permitting process empowers unrepresentative
and privileged groups who participate in local politics to restrict the supply of
housing.
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